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Introduction
Various textile technical applications including soft body armour [1, 2], police
helmets, composite laminated products
etc. have used different piled, joined and
stitched multi-layer two dimensional
(2D) p-aramid fabrics in different forms
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Abstract
Mouldability, along with other mechanical properties, is a very crucial material parameter
in various technical textile applications, from composites to soft body armour products.
Moreover, the mouldability and recovery behaviours of the material will be affected by
various internal and external paramters before, during and after the forming process.
The current research particularly tried to study the effects of blank-holder pressure (BHP)
and the number of layers not only on the moulding characterstics but also on the recovery
behaviour of plain woven p-aramid fabrics made from a high-performance yarn with a linear
density of 930 dTex. Samples with various numbers of layers were arranged in the same
orientation for the moulding process. The moulding approach utilised a specific moulding
device in a low-speed forming process and a predefined semi-hemispherically shaped punch
for all specimens.Various important dry textile material moulding characteristics and, most
importantly, the moulding recovery properties, such as warp and weft direction drawing-in
recovery, center high-point recovery, shear angle recovery etc. were investigated.
Key words: mouldability, moulding recovery, woven p-aramid fabrics, fabric layers; soft
body armour.

[4-6]. Recently, the moulding process
has also been widely applied in different
complex industrial manufacturing processes to fit the three-dimensional shape
of the final product instead of cutting and
stitching planar textile fabrics. Due to its
ability of maintaning material integrity,
the process also increases both the material production efficiency and mechanical properties of the final product parts.
However, in order to achieve such 3D
shapes, the mouldability property of the
specific textile material plays a great role.
Mouldability mainly comprises shear
deformations where the shearing angle
between warp and weft yarns is changed
at the crossover points at a macro-scale
level [7-9]. Fabric mouldability is largely
constrained by the freedom of yarn relative movement within the fabric under
small shearing force. Various simulation
models have been developed and used
[10-12] for the prediction and visualisation of wrinkle formation on the surface of fabric reinforcement. For example, in the development of soft ballistic
vests and helmet shells [13], the material
should have greater properties in terms
of dynamic absorption, the strength-toweight ratio and modulus as well as good
bending and mouldability properties to fit
the three-dimensional body shape [9]. In
addition, female body armour panel design through the moulding method has
become very popular, which helps to create a seamless frontal front by mimicking
the bust area without the need of cut-andstitch methods. This ultimately gives bet-

ter comfort, fitness and ballistic protection than any other design methods [14].
However, due to the lack of a standard
test for mouldability [15, 16], many researchers have tried to carry out various
experimental, numerical and theoretical
investigations to understand the mouldability behaviour of material using different methods. Various researchers have
studied the formability property as well
as various parameters of 2D [17-20] and
3D [21-24] dry multi-layer woven fabrics
and textile reinforced composite laminates. For instance, the various layers
of 2D, UD and 3D woven or non-woven
fabrics are stitched together in different
forms to design ballistic protective soft
ballistic vests with better ballistic protection along with good flexibility. However,
only few researchers have used moulding
principles to design required shapes especially for soft ballistic vests for better
comfort [25-27]. In the current scenario,
manufactured pieces of body armour are
designed mostly to be worn by men and
are uncomfortable and ill-fitting when
worn by a female body due to its unique
and curvy body shape. Hence, moulding
panels which have good mouldability
properties along with better ballistic protection would be the solution. However, in the moulding of ballistic material,
various factors which will have an effect
not only on the material’s mouldability
properties but also on its ballistic performances should be considered. For example, in the double-curved shape forming
process, mouldability depends not only
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Figure 1. Schematic model view of sample preparations for preforming.
on the preform structure, such as the type
of material, fabric structure, and number
of layers, but also on forming parameters
such as tool loads, blank holder pressure
and temperature [12, 28]. A thicker and
dense fabric layer provides a uniform
moulded surface rather than a thinner and
less dense angle interlock fabric layer
during the moulding process [29]. During
the moulding of chain stitched non-crimp
fabrics, different blank holder forces
(BHF) ranging from 0.5 to 61.4 kgf were
applied to observe their effect. The result
clearly shows that BHF positively affects
the local change in the fibre angle; i.e.,
the asymmetrical shear deformation in
non-crimp fabrics (NCFs) becomes more
symmetrical inside the blank holder area.
Another study [30] also investigated the
formability of two-layered thermoplastic
reinforced fabric laminates with different
fibre orientations which are deformed
using a hemispherically shaped punch.
The result showed that the number of
wrinkles strongly depends on the fabric
lay-up inside the laminate. Increasing the
orientation between the yarns of different
plies decreases the formability. A drastic
decrease in formability was also noticed
when the relative orientation between
two neighbouring fabrics increases. This
phenomenon is triggered by the increasing difference in local deformation and
the high friction coefficient between
neighbouring plies.
The main aim of this paper was to investigate the moulding and its recovery
characterstics of 2D woven fabrics for
various technical applications. The study
mainly focuses on the effect of the layer
number and blank-holder pressure during
the moulding process.
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Experimental
Different researchers have exploited various materials and carried out different
kinds of investigations on their important
characteristics before using them in different applications, i.e. soft body armour.
Among those parameters, the mouldability of the material plays a great role
mostly related to the fit and comfort for
the final wearer. Even for female body
armour the material has to be more flexible without affecting its mechanical performance in order to accommodate curvy
body shapes i.e. the bust area. Meanwhile
the mouldability property of the textile
material is affected by many parameters,
including the sample holding pressure
and number of layers used. This parameter has to be investigated and analysed
through the slow stamping process.
Materials and sample preparations
2D, UD & 3D high performance fabrics and their composites which can be
moulded into 3D shapes are currently
applied in many technical products, including soft body armour. This can be
possible by eradicating the cutting of planar textile fabrics to fit three-dimensional shapes in the manufacturing process.
This process not only increases the productivity of the material fabrication but
also enhances the mechanical properties
of specific parts for certain applications.
This is due the fact that the integrity of
the yarn inside the textile material will
be more sustained through the entire
material. For our research purposes,
commonly used plain woven p-aramide
fabrics (Twaron CT-709) were specially
selected for the development of female
soft body armour due to their moulda-

bility; obtained from the Teijin company.
The fabric weight was 200 g/m2, made
with high-performance yarn of 930 dtex
linear density, possessing 105 yarn/10 cm
in both the weft and warp drections. Four
different samples incorporating various
layers of fabrics were cut and prepared
from 2D plain woven fabric (received
from the Teijin company). The different
fabric layers of the samples were arranged in the same orientation/direction
(0°/90°) for all the samples without the
use of any kind of stacking or stiching
methods. However, the edges of the panels were griped using tape to stabilise the
layer and protect the fabric edge from
yarn frying during performing. The different samples prepared were incorporated and prepared using one (01), five (05),
ten (10) and fifteen (15) layers of the
fabrics mentioned, designated as L-01,
L-05, L-10 and L-15 respectively. Moreover, each sample (one, five, ten and fifteen layers) was tested for the moulding
property at different blank-holder pressure values. such as 0.1 ,0.2 and 0.3 MPa
to analyse its effect. The sample fabric
was cut and prepared with specific dimentions, as shown in Figure 1.
The samples were equally divided into
different regions with various indicator
points and tracing lines, as indicated in
Figure 1, in order to easily follow the
different phenomena during and after the
moulding process.
Moulding equipment and procedures
Moulding machine set up
The moulding bench used for this study,
shown below in Figure 2.a and 2.b,
is a laboratory based GEMTEX, composed of a static blank holder, an open
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the material during the punching process. The blank-holder pressure knob
at the side of the machine also helps
to regulate the intended pressure applied on the blank-holder and open
die.The blank holder pressure and the
velocity of the hemispherical punch
should be arranged accordingly prior
to moulding [32] and samples must be
located exactly in the right position.
The blank-holding pressure must also
be good enough to hold the sample in
all directions in order to prevent either
sample folds or yarn breakage.

Camera
Blank-holder
b)

Open die
Hemispherical
punch
Load sensor
Pneumatic
cylinder
a)

c)

Figure 2. a) Dry moulding pneumatically based bench, b) zoomed forming area, and
(c) preform.
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Tension against
punching force
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Figure 3. a) Hemispherical deep drawing tool geometry and specimen position and
b) pressure distribution to form a uniform shape.

die which distributes the pressure provided by the four jacks to the edges of
the preform, and a pneumatically based
machine [28, 31]. Different shapes of the
punch are available for various forms of
preform to analyse the different characteristics of the material.

the structure in both the warp and weft
directions, as shown in Figure 2.c. Besides direct observation, a camera was
also installed and located on the top of
the moulding bench to observe and capture the moulding behaviour of the sample during the moulding process.

However, a pre-defined 150 mm diameter semi-hemispherical punch was selected and installed on the bench to perform
the moulding, ensuring a symmetric
double curvature deformation during the
process. Morover, this particular hemispherically shaped punch mostly helped
to observe local and global deformations
of the different preformed samples by
following the different path of yarns in

The pneumatically based four jack
under the bench helps to drive a controlled and vertical motion and velocity of the punch in order to deliver
the shape required. Meanwhile, a sensor is also installed on the bench to
control the different positions of the
punch. Besides this, the stress sensor
installed helps to measure the forces
applied by the punch in preforming
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All the samples were tested at a constant
stamping velocity of 45 mm/s. Furthermore, the maximum moulding deformation depth for all specimens was set and
specified by the machine to a moulding
depth of 65 mm.
The two most important parameters
which have to be considered during the
forming process are the blank holder
pressure and the velocity of the punch.
During the punching process, the sample
should be appropriately mounted in the
proper sample holding position. Moreover, the pressure applied on the blank
holder must be properly set in all directions of the sample and be sufficient to
maintain the preform, as shown in Figure 3. A too high or too low blank holder
pressure may result in sample folds and
yarn breakage, respectively. Meanwhile
the position of the punch, which is below the holder, is controlled by a position
sensor, also equipped with a stress sensor
to measure forces applied by the punch
to the preforming material. Moreover, its
motion is controlled by using a piloted
four jack mounted below the punch. This
device has also been developed to adapt
and preform different shapes and sizes of
the punch and die.
Experimental procedures
The samples of intended fabric layers
are placed between the blank-holder and
open die. While adjusting the sample on
the bottom holder, on two sides a laser
guiding light (shown in Figure 2.b) is applied on the surface to find the proper arrangement and position of the preformed
material. The different mouldability
phenomena then undergo optical measurement on the top surface of the moulding device during the moulding process.
For the different samples of 2D woven
sample fabrics, the initial corresponding
punch displacement was 65 mm and pressure applied on the blank-holder – 0.1, 0.2
FIBRES & TEXTILES in Eastern Europe 2019, Vol. 27, 6(138)
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Figure 6. Material drawing-in values of different samples at various indicator points in (a)
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punch, different behavioural phenomena For better understanding and analysis
will occur, not only on the top surface but of material drawing-in values, we used
also inside the material, which will prob- a quarter portion of the target for both
ably have an impact on the mechanical directions due to its uniform values as
properties of the material [15]. Basically, a result of the force applied by the hemthe main defect includes buckling, out-of- ispherical punch, as shown in Figure 4.
plane deformation, and wrinkling [33].
The re-arrangement of the yarns leads to ImageJ software was applied to measure
local deformation inside the unit cell of the different drawing-in values of each
the weave diagram and then spreads to all region of the sample. 5 uniform layers
the fabric structure. If the fabric continues (sample L-05) were specifically used to
Figure 9.local
Thickness
of specimens for different BHP after forming.
to be deformed,
shearvariation
and in-plane
see the effect of various blank-holder
compressive forces build up, which then pressures on the sample’s drawing-in valdirectly influence the angle variation be- ues. Based on the result, the drawing –in
tween warp and weft yarns [30]. In order values of the sample were directly affectto study the moulding behaviour of the ed by the amount of blank-holder presdifferent samples; various characteristics sure in both the weft and warp directions.
were measured such as the thickness variation, slippage between the external and As is clearly observed from Figure 5, the
internal layers, in-plane surface shear an- higher the values of blank-holder presgles and material drawing-in values [34].
sure, the lower the drawing-in value of
the sample, due to the fact that higher
Material drawing-in
blank-holder pressure helps the edge of
Material drawing-in is the amount of the the sample to be firmly held, thus preexpended length of the deformed target venting the drawing-in phenomenon.
in both yarn directions during the mould- This also indicates that the remaining
sample region not actually held by the
ing process.
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Material surface shear angle
measurements
Wrinkling, which also has a strong relationship to the surface shear angle, is
one of the most important paramters that
should be considered while moulding the
target due to its ability to cause material damage. The shear angle is measured
mostly between the horizontal (warp)
and vertical (weft) yarns. Since we used
a hemispherical punch, it was possible to
investigate the shear angle values of the
quadrant (one fourth (1/4) zones of the
deformed plies as representatives of the
whole region, as presented in Figure 7.
In the process of moulding, it is extremely necessary to consider shear angle
measurement and calculation only for
sub-areas where no wrinkling is found. In
this particular section, in order to observe
and analyse the influence of the number
of layers on different moulding characteristics, the same blank-holder pressure
(0.2 MPa) was utilized for all samples
prepared (01, 05, 10 and 15 layers).
Before investigating, the quadrant regions of each sample were divided equally into two sixteen sub-regions. This
is basically used for better observation
and understanding of the in-plane shear
angle while moulding different samples,
as shown in Figure 7.a. As is illustrated
by the measured shear angle values of
each region of the different fabric layer
samples, minimum shear values were
observed on the top and corner edge of
the sub-regions. Conversely, maximum
FIBRES & TEXTILES in Eastern Europe 2019, Vol. 27, 6(138)

Figure 8. Distributions of 0.2 MPa BHP surface shear angle values for samples with
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locations of the preforms was measured
and compared, shown in Figure 9. Since
it is a hemispherical punch, the thickness variation is the same in warp and
weft directions. From the measurement
data given, the thickness variation within
the same layers, which is confirmed by
the different blank-holding pressures,
revealed that as the pressure applied increases, the thickness variation of the
specimen at different ‘indicator’ points
increases. This means that the decrease
in thickness will be higher at a larger
BHP than for a smaller one applied. This
is only due to the local area, in which the
contacts formed with the material are responsible for the deformation.

This high holding pressure restricted the
movements of the neighbouring material
and thus did not contribute to the displacement. However, the sample layer found in
the lower layer contacting with the forming punch has more thickness variation
than that found at the top surface.
The analysis also indicates that in 2D
multilayer woven fabric deformation, the
total thickness variation is almost equal
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of sample deformed in single layer samples.

Material recovery from imposed
deformation
When flexible textile materials are deformed, their recovery behaviour from
imposed strain is quite complex. Some
quantitative analysis of the recovery behaviour of fibrous assemblies is possible,
but complete understanding is not easy to
obtain because in this, as in most other
problems in textile mechanics, the possibilities for subtile interactions between
the elements of the structure are endless
[35]. However, in some practical applications of materials containing dry textile,
their ability to resist permanent deformation with time under load, to sustain
a load when they are deformed by a fixed
amount, and/or to recover their initial dimensions after the load is removed, is of
great concern. These three behaviours are
associated with the material creep, relaxation and recovery, respectively. Unlike
most composite materials, the 2D dry
woven fabric structure does exhibit these
time-dependent behaviours to a significant extent.

mation, the performed samples were kept
on a flat surface in standard conditions
(20 °C at 65% RH) for 24 hours. After
deformation, depending on the property
of the material (H0, L0), it recovers from
its initial shape (H1, L1) in the different
dimensions, as shown in Figure 10.
The following section will try to analyse
and discuss the recovery of the material
in the deformed centre height position
and in the material’s drawing-in length
using different BHP.
Deformation recovery in centre
deformed height
In this section, the recovery property
of different deformed samples at the
maximum height (‘indicator’ point A),
shown in Figure 10, is assessed. In this
figure, the deformed curve, illustrated using black colour (higher height),
represents the shape of the formed material immediately after deformation;
whereas the deformed curve with red
colour (lower height) designates the
shape of the sample preform after it has
been kept in a standard atmosphere for
24 hours. The recovered height (HR) is
FIBRES & TEXTILES in Eastern Europe 2019, Vol. 27, 6(138)

the difference between the deformation
immediately after deformation and that
measured after the sample was kept in
standard conditions.
The recovered deformation at the centre
height is given by Equation (1):
HR = H0 – H1

(1)

Where:
HR – 	recovered deformation at the centre
height,
H0 – 	deformation immediately after preforming,
H1 – 	deformation after performing after
having been kept for 24 hours in
standard conditions.
In the moulding process, the initial maximum displacement, H0, was the same
(65 mm) for all samples. As is revealed
in Figure 11, for the majority of all
blank-holding pressures (BHP) applied,
the material recovery displacements becomes higher at a lower number of layers
(L-01) than in the sample with a large
number of layers (L-15).
Similarly, even though it is not true for all
samples, as the amount of BHP increases
for the same sample, the height recovery
displacement decreases. This is due to
the fact that increasing the pressure of
the blank-holder may induce high tension loads on the yarns in certain zones,
leading to loss of elasticity, which helps
to recover to the original position.
Deformation recovery of material after
drawing-in
The material drawing-in deformation
recovery in the warp direction was
measured following the different ‘indicator’ points (A’, F’, E’ and D’) plotted
on the surface of the material, shown in
Figure 1. Due to the similar parameters
used, it was considered that the deformation and recovery in the warp and weft
directions are quite similar. These are due
to the same material with similar properties and quite similar deformation in the
warp and weft directions. The drawing-in
recovery (LR) was the difference in the
length measured immediately after deformation and that after it had been kept in
standard conditions for 24 hours.
The recovered deformation of the material drawing-in at different ‘indicator’
points is given by Equation (2):
LR = (L1 – L0)/2

(2)
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Where:
LR – 	
recovered drawing-in after deformation,
L0 – 	deformation drawing-in immediately after preforming,
L1 – 	deformation drawing-in after preforming after having been kept for
24 hours in standard conditions.
As is observed from Figure 12, the recovery in drawing-in for the given sample with different BHP values in the warp
direction was investigated. The graph indicates uniform relationships between the
two parameters. With the same BHP, the
drawing-in recovery value for the given
sample with a large number of layers is
more than for that with a small number of
layers. This result shows a similar trend
for almost all blank-holding pressures.

Conclusions
In various technical applications the
mouldability behaviour and its recovery
property are very important and have
to be considered since they will play
a significant role with respect to the final mechanical properties. However, the
mouldability property and recovery of
dry multi-layer textile material will be
affected by several external and internal factors, among which the material
type, type of woven structure, fabric
finishing, number of layers, moulding
punch conditions such as punch shape,
blank-holder pressure, punching velocity, and depth are some of theimportant
ones. The current study investigated the
influences of the number of layers along
with various blank-holder pressures on
its different moulding behaviour and recovery. According to the investigation,
both the blank holder pressure applied
to clamp the specimen and the number
of layers used in the sample panel play
a significant role, not only with respect
to the mouldability property but also
to the recovery behaviours of the samples. For instance, as the holding pressure of the blank-holder increases, the
drawing-in value decreases, and the region which is not held by the holder is
solely responsible for the deformation.
Whereas at every blank holder pressure
applied to the material, the recovery after deformation decreases as the number of layers in the specimen increases. Regarding the surface shear angle,
it becomes more severe as the number
and pressure applied increases during
moulding. Similarly, even though it is
not true for all samples, as the amount

of blank-holding pressure increases on
the same sample, the height recovery
displacements decrease. This is due to
the fact that increasing the pressure of
the blank-holder may induce high tension loads on the yarns in certain zones,
leading to loss of elasticity, which helps
to recover to the original position.
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